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Power of attorny
Please return the Power of Attorney completely filled out to our office, either
• by E-Mail: info@recht-hat.de or
• by Fax: +49 (0)30 323 015 911 or
• by Post: Sievers & Kollegen, Kanzlei für Medienrecht, Olympische Straße 10, 14052 Berlin

Hereby I do

__________________________________________________________
(First and Last Name in printing Letters)

authorize the law office Sievers & Kollegen, Kanzlei für Medienrecht, Olympische Straße 10,14052 Berlin
1. to conduct lawsuits (i.a. pursuant to §§ 81 ff. Code of Civil Procedure [ZPO]) including the power to
file and withdraw countersuits;
2. to represent and defend in criminal cases and administrative fine proceedings (§§ 302, 374 Code
of Criminal Procedure [StPO]) incl. the preliminary proceedings as well as (in case of absence) to
represent pursuant to § 411 II StPO and, subject to express authorization, pursuant to §§ 233 I,
234 StPO; and, subject to express authorization, to receive summonses pursuant to § 145 II StPO,
to file criminal complaints and other petitions permissible under the StPO and petitions under the
law regulating the compensation for criminal prosecution, including but not limited to proceedings
specifying the amount of a claim;
3. to represent in other proceedings, including but not limited to representation before authorities,
including tax and financial authorities, incl. preliminary proceedings as well as proceedings before
administrative, financial, social courts, and to receive writs and documents and other correspondence;
4. to establish and cancel contractual relationships and to submit and receive unilateral declarations of
intent in any and all proceedings, including out-of-court hearings;
5. to represent in insolvency proceedings dealing with the assets the common debtor, in release
proceedings and as intervenor.
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This power of attorney shall be valid at all court levels; it applies to out-of-court representation as well as
to all kinds of ancillary suits and follow-up proceedings. It comprises specifically the power to serve and
receive writs; to assign this power of attorney in whole or in part to third parties (substitute power of
attorney); to file, withdraw or waive legal remedies; to finalize legal disputes or out-of-court proceedings
by compromise settlement, renunciation or acknowledgment; to receive monies, valuables, and instruments, including but not limited to the matter in dispute and the amounts to be paid by the opponent,
court cashier or other entities, as well as to inspect the records.

___________________

____________________________________

Place, Date				Signature, Stamp

Please observe the instructions below, which are given in accordance with § 49b V BRAO:
Our fees will be calculated on the basis of the value in litigation and the German Lawyers‘ Fees Act,
unless an individual fee agreement has been made between our firm and the client. The foregoing has
been acknowledged by the client.

___________________

____________________________________

Place, Date				Signature, Stamp
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